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SUMMARY 
The propulsive efficiency of the helicopter rotor system has 
in the past been obtained from flight data. This study presents a theo-
retical* solution to an equation which expresses a propulsive efficiency 
as arbitrarily defined for a helicopter rotor system and which is derived 
from two-dimensional blade element theory. 
The propulsive efficiency, as defined in the mathematical pre-
sentation, is expressed as the ratio of an incremental increase of drag 
to a corresponding incremental increase of shaft power as the limit of 
the drag increment approaches zero. 
The development of an expression which would express the incre-
ment of power required in terms of the increment of drag added was made 
possible by utilizing accepted performance equations which have been 
published by earlier authors,. Some of the advantages obtained by using 
these equations are that they permit the use of large angles and simpli-
fied inplane force and moment equations,. The exact equation expressing 
the incremental increase of shaft power is restricted to the assumptions 
which condition the accepted performance equations,, 
The efficiency equation can be useful in calculating the effi-
ciency of any conventional single rotor system. By calculating the effi-
ciency of many similar systems, with only one or two rotor parameters 
changed in each system, it is believed that a highly effective and effi-
cient rotor can be developed prior to building a prototype model0 
IX 
A sample problem is included to reveal the mechanics of the equa-
tion o The efficiency factors calculated by no means validate the theo-
retical solution; however, they do compare very favorably with solutions 




It is the intent of this study to mathematically derive an expres-
sion from which a propulsive efficiency as arbitrarily defined for a heli-
copter rotor system can be calculated by means of a theoretical solution 
The propulsive efficiency is defined as the ratio of an incremental 
increase of drag to a corresponding incremental increase in shaft power 
as the limit of the drag increment approaches zero. Given any curve that 
represents the efficiency of a rotor system, any point on this curve can 
be expressed in terms of the power required versus drag force imposed on 
the system,, Such a curve is represented in Figure 1„ Obviously, any 
change in the drag force would change the rotor efficiency,. Furthermore, 
for any change in drag force, the required change in power required can 
be calculated in terms of the unknown drag increment When taking the 
limit of this drag increase it can be proven mathematically that as the 
limit of the drag increment approaches zero, the incremental change in 
efficiency likewise approaches zero, Requiring the drag increment to 
approach zero places the helicopter in a stabilized flight configuration 
and establishes the resultant drag-power ratio as a fixed constant,, This 
constant represents the efficiency of the rotors 
The approach in calculating the change in power required utilizes 
a performance solution by Castles (I), Some of the advantages that this 
Numbers represent order of listing in Eibliographyo 
2 
solution offers are that it permits the use of large angles and simpli-
fied inplane force and moment equations. The assumption is made that 
the induced velocity remains constant and that it is distributed in a 
triangular pattern along the blade radii with the mean thrust center 
located at the three-quarter radius. A further assumption is made that 
the profile drag coefficient is accurately represented by the first two 
terms of an even power series. * 
A typical force system is represented in Figure 2. Using this force 
system as an initial flight condition an incremental element of drag is 
added to the existing drag force. With the establishment of the require-
ment that equilibrium is to be maintained throughout the time interval that 
the element of drag is added a new force system is formulated and is rep-
resented in Figure 3. These two systems of equations and the use of the 





System of Equations 
The efficiency equation has been defined as the ratio of an 
incremental increase of drag to a corresponding incremental increase 
in shaft power in the limit that C, -» ()e In equation form this is 
d
P 
represented by Equation (l). 
d 
P 
where the drag increment is represented by 
f l < A C d ) " ' 
i = l i m gAAcTl ( 1 ) 
AC, - ^ 0 y l d ' 
f l ( A Cd } = 2 P^2(^R)2{(VACd ) + (Cd AV)} (2) 
P P P 
and the power increment by 
9 l ( A C d } = pitR5^3AC (3) 
P 
when 
R = radius of blade 
Q = mean angular velocity of rotor blade 
V = freestream velocity 
AC, = drag increment 
d 
P 
ACQ = power increment 
4 
The equation expressing the increment of shaft power is developed 
from performance equations derived by Castles (l)„ Those equations needed 
1 
for the derivation of the efficiency equation are included without proof 0 
Equations expressing the incremental changes to the various rotor 
parameters are developed as required. 
Equation for Change in Angle of Attack 
Consider that a single rotor has a balanced force system, whjich 
is illustrated in Figure 2„ Further assume that the helicopter is in a 
level unaccelerated flight configuration.. Thesie two assumptions are 
not necessary to obtain a valid solution! however, they simplify the 
system of equations immensely., 
The static force equations in the X and Z direction can be 
derived from this balanced system, and are represented by equations (4) 
and (5), respectively,, 
T sin aR + Fx cos aR = -D. (4) 
T cos a - Fx sin aR = W (5) 
where, 
T = resultant rotor thrust acting perpendicular to the tip 
path plane 
F„ = component of the resultant force acting along the inter-
section of the XZ-plane and the tip path plane 
Df .= total resultant drag force acting parallel to and in 
1 2 
direction of relative wind = T pV f 
2 r a 
W = weight of the helicopter 
Subscripts indicate supplemental material is provided in Appendix^ 
listings are alphabetical^. 
5 
f = frontal area of helicopter 
a 
and 
a n = (0 + q> ) R y Y c ' 
s i n ( - a R ) = - s in aR 
c o s ( - a R ) = + cos aR 
When an increment of drag is added to the system represented in 
Figure 2 the force structure becomes unbalanced until sufficient power 
is added to overcome the added increment of drag. This new force system 
is represented in Figure 3« The new force equations are "represented by 
Equations (6) and (7), respectively* 
[T + AT][cos aR cos AaR - sin a sin AaR] + 
[Fx + AF„"|[-
 s i n aR c o s ^ R " c o s aR s i n ^R-l = W ^ 
[T + AT"|[sin aR cos AaR + cos aR sin AaR] + 
[Fx + AFv][cos aR cos AaR - sin aR sin AaR] = - Df - ADf (7) 
where 
A = increment of change to each variable in the force system and 
s i n - ( a R + &£R) -
 _ s i n aR
 c o s AaR "
 c o s aD s * n ^ R 
Cos - ( a R + AaR) = cos aR cos AaR - s in aR s i n AaR 
The unknowns which require a solution are the change in thrust, 
AT, and the change in rotor angle, AaR« The change in rotor angle of 
attack is represented by Equation (B-10),, 
6 
-tD cos aR + AFX 
/\t\ — • 
R T - ADo s in aR 
[AD COS a + AF ] 2 [F + AF ] 
f R X X * - (B-10) 
[T - ADf s in o R ] ' 
Expressing Equation (B-10) in coefficient form, neglecting small quanti-
ties of second and higher orders, the equation is reduced to the follow-
ing expression: 
- AC, cos aR + AC 






I puR2 (QR)Z 
ACX 
AFX 




Equation for Change in Required Thrust 
The equation expressing the increase in required thrust is like-
wise derived from Equations (4), (5), (6), and (7). The change in 




-[TADf sin a + ADf AFX cos aR + ADfFx cos aR + FxAFx + AFx ] 
T + AD. s in aR 
" 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
T AD,, s in aR + TAD- F„ s i n a cos aR + ADf Fx cos aR 
(T + ADf sin aR)' 
(C-6) 
Expressing Equation (C-6) in coefficient form, and neglecting second and 
higher order terms, the AT equation is reduced to 
when, 
- ACd [2CT s in aR + C)c. cos a R ] + CXACX 
ACT = 
4CT + 2ACd s in aR 
P 
AC = AT 
T pitR2 (QR): 
(9) 
Equation for Change in Component ofiRotor Force;Coefficient C 
Equation (A-31) provides a solution for obtaining the component 
of rotor force acting along the intersection of the XZ-plane and the 
tip path plane. This equation is shown below for further development., 
,2TC „ X 2 dC 
°x - -.s L J -ar 8lnV dV dx (A-31) 
0 • x 
where x = — 
K 
When the drag d i s tu rbance i s app l ied t o the r o t o r system Equation (A-31) 
i s expanded t o 
X X 2it J -. J 
2* *2 dCYV + dAC XY 'XY . 
dx 
s i n ^ d V d x (10) 






ACX = - M J — x ^s inVdV dx (11) 
0 x i 
The complexity of obtaining a solution to Equation (11) overshadows the 
obvious fact that the AQ. force is definitely a very small quantity 
and could be neglected without introducing any appreciable error into 
the final efficiency equation.. Therefore, for the purpose of obtaining 
a solution to Equations (8) and (9) the ACY force is assumed to be 
zero. It Will be shown in the sample calculation that this assumption 
was justifiable. 
Equations for Change in Freestream Velocity Components 
All velocity components are illustrated in Figure 4, The inplane 
velocity ratio, p, is changed so slightly by the addition of the drag 
element that it is assumed to be constant. The inplane velocity ratio 
is represented by 
V cos aD 
n = -5T-8 • (A-6) 
Adding the increment of drag expands Equation (A-6) to 
(V + AV) cos (aD + Aa ) 
* + * " ST" — (12) 
Neglecting second order terms and removing p from Equation (12), 
Ap. reduces to 
AV cos aD - VAaD s in aD 
* • V - ^ — s - ° < 1 3 ' 
9 
Rewriting Equation (13), AV can be solved for directly in terms of the 
change in angle of attack,, 
AV = VAaR tan a R (14) 
The change in the freestream inflow velocity ratio is solved for in the 
manner prescribed above* Representing v by 
a 
V s i n oip 
v 
a QR 
Adding the increment of drag expands the v equation to 
a 
(A-7) 
(V + AV) sin (ciD + AaD) 
v + Av = — —— - - 2 -*- (15) 
a a QR 
Neglecting second order terms and substituting Equation (14) for AV 
reduces Equation (15) to 
WA VAC. 
VAaR d 
Ava = QR cos aR




cos aR + sin aR = 1 
Equation for Change in Average Blade Angle per Revolution 
In considering a solution for the change in the average blade 
angle it is necessary to first consider the original thrust equation, 
(A-8), represented by 
2C 
T = (A + | 0 . ) K. - 0.KO + v K, - v „ . + 4 y K , - a . K , (A-8) ab<j„ x o 4 " 1 ' ' 1 w l , x 2 " a 4 i 2 7 3 1 3 
10 
and the rolling moment equation (A-10), which is represented by 
2C d 
- r ~ ^ = 2A KR + 20. (7 — - 1) \i - a.K, + v K_ - v„KR + y (A-10) 
abd4 o 5 1 4 d 1 6 a 7 1 5
 7 ' 
where the K factors are represented by 
when 
h - *+ \ *2 r3 <
17> 
d 4 1 9 6r> 
Ko - -r + ̂  r= (is) 2 d 3 2 - d 3 
d 2 K = p, - ^ (19) 
3 d 3 
d 9 
K = ~ (20) 
4 d 3 
d 3 K = »i - ^ ( 2 1 ) 
5 d 4 
K6 = l + | ,
2 ^ 2 (22) 
d 2 
K7 = M- "^ (23) 
7 d 4 
K8 = l + ^
2 ^ (24) 
x 2 
n ' s J CX"1 dX (A"9) 
X l 
By adding the increment of the r equ i red change of t h r u s t to Equation (A-8) 
11 
and solving for the total thrust required, Equation (25) is readily 
obtained: 
2[C + AC ] ' 
a b c 3 ~ = [<
Ao + A A o> + I ^ K l ' ° 1 K 2 " < a l + A a l > K 3 
+ ( v a + Av a) K4 + \ yl<3 - v . (25) 
When the basic parameters are removed from Equation (25) the desired 
change in thrust is expressed by 
2AC 
- T — ^ = AA K. - Aa.K0 + Av K ' (26) 
abcj . o 1 1 3 a 4 
Similarly, by adding the respective parameter Increments to the rolling 
moment equation, Equation (27) is obtained« 
2[CU + A C ] 
MY MY '» d Q 
A A = 2K_(A + AA ) + 29. (7 — - 1) abcJ4 5 o o' 1 '4 d4 
" <a! + Aal'K6 + (va + Ava> K7 " vi S + y (27) 
Again removing the original parameters from Equation (27) and remember-
ing the 2M about the mast for the air forces will equal zero0 Equation 
(28) is developedo 
21CAA - Aa.K, + Av K_ = 0 (28) 
o o - 1 6 a 7 
The desired change of AA is obtained from a simultaneous solution of 
Equations (26) and (28). 
12 
2AC K 
- ^ - Av (K.K, - K_K,J 
>d« a 4 6 7 .3 abd  
AAo • H , K . - 211K, • ( 2 9> 
1 6 5 3 
where 
- 2AC, CT s i n a R - AC, Cx c o s a R 
Ar = • - & — J2-__-^ (q) 
T 4C + 2AC s i n o,D
 V ; 





Av_ = _ „ , . _ _ £ - - T — — (16) 
P 
a QR[2CT - AC, s i n a D ] 
Equations for Change in Cyclic Pitch 
The lateral angular component of the cyclic pitch is also obtained 
from a simultaneous solution of Equations (26) and (28)• 
4AC K 
Av a (2K 4 K 5 - K l K ? ) - ^ 
A a i = wir^Tir—— <30> 
3 D 1 6 
By applying the incremental changes to the air force pitching moment 
equation the change in the longitudinal component of the cyclic pitch 
angle can be determined., Expressing first the basic moment equation by 
2C», 
My 1 9 ^ 9 a V 
— X . . b 1 ( l + i | l
2
; 2 ) + a o ^ j 2 + . (A-15) 
Then by adding the incremental changes to the variables and remembering 
13 
that in steady flight the 2M about the mast equals zero. Equation (A-15) 
becomes 
2(CM + AC ) 
My My = 0 = - (b. - Ab.) K0 + (a - Aa J K- + w (31) 
abd,, 1 1 8 o o' 5 
4 
Subtracting Equation (A-15) from Equation (31).the increment of the 
longitudinal component can be solved for -directly. That is, 
Aa K. 
Ab = _JL£ (32) 
1 K8 
Since any change in the coning angle would be a small quantity of the 
second order, the change in the longitudinal component would also be of 
the second order. Hence, Equation (32) is reduced to 
Abx = 0 (33) 
Equation for Change in Power Required 
Having derived all the equations for expressing the incremental 
changes created by the added drag disturbance the required increment of 
power necessary to maintain equilibrium can now be calculated. This is 
best accomplished by writing the rotor torque equation. 
V - 2 l l o f J*2{%}»<*" <*-*» 
0 x 
Equation (A-30) represents the power required to maintain the steady-
state condition represented in Figure 2. After the arbitrary increment 
of drag has been applied, the power required can be represented by 
14 
b n2* r
x2 d(CX Y + AC ) CQ + *CQ " " 2lk) ! J - ^ V — * d* dV (34' 
o xi 
where in the limit as AC — > 0, Equation (34) can be assumed to be 
P 
linear* This permits that part of the power equation required solely 
to balance the increment of drag to be removed from Equation (34)„ 
.2* x_ d(AC 
ACQ • w • / J 2 -sFx dx dV (35) 
0 Xj 
The total increment of force acting along the chord of the airfoil 
and in the plane of rotatipn is represented by,: 
A n a f
X 2 ^ f rU s i n <p-,r 2 ATn , r A,U s i n j p w 2T A 1 \ , 
A CXY = 55 J c i f - Q R ^ ^ ^ Q R ] + [ A ( ~ 5 R ) ( i^R ) ] l dx 
6 .x 
- - - c< v Av - v. Av :x r d x 
itR J 1 a a I a J x 
1 
2 x 
Is J2 *< ( S O «* <D-8> x l 
where^ 
U s in g> , . _~v 
"OR = va " V (A"32) 
^ = Y + Y , x + Y n x
2 + (Y„ + Y . x ) s i n V + ( Y . + Y . x ) c o s V 
acQR o ' 1 2 x 3 4 ' x 5 6 
+ Y7 s i n 2V + YQ COS 2Y (A-16) 
and 
15 
^ = ATo + A Y ^ + AT2x + (AT3 + fiCf) s i n Y 
+ (AT5 + AT6x) c o s Y + AT7 s i n 2 Y + AYg cos 2V (36) 
AU s i n q? _, . 
R a 
T o = v a ' 2 a l »* 
Y , = A + 5 e. - v. 
1 o 4 1 ]. 
r 2 = - e , 
r 3 = (A0 + | e . L ) , 
T 4 = - ( a x - y - Gj ji) 
YR = 
Y . = 
Y-, = 
T 8 = 
- a a 
o r 
b - w 
1 . 
2 b l »* 
1 











A^o = A v * ' o A a ! H a 2 1 




AT2 = 0 (40) 
A T 3 = A Ao * " ( 4 1) 
AT4 = - Aa : (42) 
Ar 5 = - nAaQ = 0 (43) 
tSf, = Ab. = 0 (44) 
D 1 
^ 7 = 2 ̂ Abi= ° ( 4 5) 
ATg = ± ̂  (46) 
Differentiating Equation (D-8) with respect to x gives 
d A CXY ac r , w 2AT s1 , ac r, 2T W A vn 
"dT" = S [(va - Vix)(I^R)] + 55 t (^S ) ( A va^ 
. JLl [v Av . v.Av X] _«afc [(_2T ) ( ^ _ ) ] (47) 
nR L a a l a J nR L acQRyvacQR/J v ' 
The increment of power required, represented by Equation (34), can now 





ea2c rt 2T w 2AT C * ^ 3 } x d y d V (48) 
nR L acQR acQR 
The amount of additional torque required to offset the added 
increment of drag is obtained from the double integration of Equation 
(48) and is represented by Equation (49) . 
V? 
bcj 
'Q = " 
AC  =  - T (ClATo + C2A va + C 3 A T 1 " C 4 A T 3 " S A T 4 ' C 6
A V ( 4 9 ) 
where, 
C. = 2o5av - 1.667av. - 2 .5eaS- - 1 . 6 6 7 e a V - l ^ e a ^ T - (50) 
X 3 1 O X -̂
C0 = 2o5aY + l0667aT- + 1.25aY0 - 2.56 v + 1.6676 v. . (51.) 
2 o 1 2 o a . o i 
C0 = l„667av - 1.25av. - 1 .66763^ - 1.256 8 ^ . - ea^f- (52) 
3 a I o 1 2 
C4 = 1.25ea




C6 = l 0 2 5 e a
2 r 8 (55) 
Equation for the Propuls ive Ef f ic iency of the Rotor System 
The e f f i c i e n c y equat ion has been defined as 
ACd - » 0 V
A U d n
} 
p p 




f] = lim 
AG, —» 
VAC. + C, AV a a 
._ E_ P -
0 AC, 
(56) 
Substituting Equation (14) and neglecting small quantities of the second 
order the numerator of Equation (56) jaecomes 
VAC 
1 




2CT - Cd sin aR 
P . 






r\ = lim 
P 
2C_. - C. sin a„ 
1 d R 
JEL 
2C_. - AC. 
1 cl sin a0 p R J AC. -» 0 d 
AC, 
(58) 
Multiplying the numerator and denominator by the expression, 
2 2 2 
4C_ - AC, sin aR, gives 
P 
T) = lim 
AC, —-3 
VACd 
^ [ 2 C T - C s in a R ] [2C T > ACd s i n a R ] 
. _£ ; . J2 __ 
AC [4C T
2 - AC d
2 sin2 a R] 
P . . 
(59) 
where, 
f2(ACd ) « 
(4CT
2 - AC d






92(ACd ) = (4CT - ACd_ sin aR) ^ Q 




Equation (59) can now be tested to determine if an indeterminate condi-
tion exists when AC, equals zero. Since the equation takes on an 
P 
indeterminate solution when the limit is reached it becomes necessary to 
exercise L'Hospital's Rule. 
Differentiating the numerator of Equation (59) with respect to 
the drag increment yields: 
f 2 ( A C d ' = 2^R ( 4 C T 2 + 4 C T S i n a R ACd ' 2CTCd s i n a R - 2 Cd S i " 2 a R A C d > 
P P P P P 
(62) 
D i f f e r e n t i a t i n g the denominator of Equation (59) wi th r e s p e c t t o 
t h e drag increment y i e l d s . : 
g£(ACd ) = 2P1(C J + ACd s i n a R ) - SP^Gj. + ACd s i n a R ) 
P P P 
+ 2P3(CT - ACd s i n a R ) + 2P4(C - ACd s i n a R ) 
P P 





Pl " - T tCl + S i Cffi] 
(F-4) 
bd 
p2 = - r t^ci - S + 3 ^ 6 ^ 
2K4K5 - KXK7 
2K.,K_ - K.K. 




p3 = -r.[5^1-s + 5 ^ Lib! 
4Kr 
3 U 
CT s i n a R + - C x c o s a R 
2 K3K5 " K1K6 
(F-6> 
bcJ. 
p 4 - - r [ c 3 - n c 4 ] 
2K. 
aba 
CT s i n a R + ^ C x c o s a R 
3 J L K6K]. " 2 K5K3 
(F-7) 
bde 
P 5 = - T Cc3 " ̂  [£ 
K4K6 ' K7K3 
k 6 K 7- 2 K 5 K 3 
(F-8) 
A check of Equations (62) and (F-9) reveals that the indeterminate con-
dition no longer exists. Therefore, the efficiency of rotor system can 
be represented by 
t) - lim 
f 2 ( A C d > 
ACH^0 W^> 
d p P 
( 2 5 R ) ( 2 C T " Cd " i n a R > 
E 
p - p + p + p _ p 




APPLICATION OF EFFICIENCY EQUATION 
Procedure 
The efficiency of the rotor design given below is calculated 
using the equations presented in this study., A known rotor head design, 
namely the HU-1A US Army Helicopter, was used to give a means of com-
parison with a helicopter for which flight data were readily available., 
Rotor Data 
The rotor data used in the HU-1A US Army Helicopter conformed 
to MIL-H-8501 dated 5 November 1952. 
Gross Wei ght 6600 lbs. 
Airfoil 0015 
Effective Flat 
20 ft2 Plate Are a (fa) 
R 22 ft. 
c 1.25 ft. 






3 degrees = .0524 rad. 
9 i - 12° = - .2094 rad. 







Step 1; Determine Drag Force Coefficient 
D. = ̂  pV2f = 680 lbs. 
r 2. a 
Cd = Df/(2 P W Q 2 R 4 ^ = -000767 
P 
Step 2; Determine Flight Path Inclination 
aR = (<PC + 9y) 
<P = tan •.;; ft = 0 c 168«9 
From Equation (A-33) 
-Dr cos cp n 
+ = « o - f c _ 680 _ in . 
tan 9 - rr, ^ ~ = " TT7ZR ~ -•1031 
y W - D_ sin <p 6600 
aR = - 5.88° 
Step 3: Calculate Axial Velocity Ratio 
_ 168.9 sin (-5.88Q1 = _ Q 4 
Va 700 'UZ*f 
Step 4: Calculate Inplane Velocity Ratio 
From Equation (A-6) 
2 3 -:• 
Step 5; Calculate Thrust Coefficient 
From Equation (A-34) 
CT = O00376 
Step 6; Calculate Induced Velocity 
From Equation (A-2) 
vi = ,01245 
From Equation (A-3) 
y = .00598 
II 
From Equation (A-4) 
w = .00915 
Step 7s Calculate Sigma Factors I 
From Equation (A-9) I 
d1 = .0165 
d2 = o00898 I 
d3 = .00603 
d4 = .00452 
d5.= ,00362 
Step 8; Calculate Rotor Force Acting Along X Axis 
From Equation (A-32) -
> I 
I 
CY = -,0000634 
A 
Step 9s Calculate Collective Pitch 
From Equation (A-12) 
A = ,1761 o 
Step 10s Calculate Cyclic 
From Equation (A-13) 
ax = ,0965 
From Equation (A-15) 
bx = ,0257 
Step 11; -Calculate K Factors 
From Equation (17) 
Kx = 1,079 
From Equation (18) 
K2 = .793 
From Equation (19) 
K3 = .357 
From Equation (20) 
K4 = lo489 
From Equation (21) 
K- = .320 
5 
From Equation (22) 
K, =1,086 
o 
From Equation (23) 
K? = .476 
From Equation (24) 
K0 = 1.029 o 
Step 12; Calculate C Constants 
From Equation (50) 
Cx = - .575 
From Equation (51) 
C2 = 1.142 
From Equation (52) 
C3 = -.398 
From Equation (53) 
C4 = .00262 
From Equation (54) 
CR = .000725 5 
From Equation (55) 
C. = .00455 
D 
Step 13: Calculate P Constants 
From Equation (F-4) 
P = .000495 
From Equation (F-5) 
P = .0000281 
From Equation (F-6) 
P = -.00000219 
From Equation (F-7) 
P4 = .00001808 
From Equation (F-8) 
PR = .000531 5 
Step 14: Calculate Efficiency 
From Equation (63) 
27 
| (.241) [2(,00376) - (. 000768).(- .1)} 
n = o000495 - .0000281 - .00000219 r70CX)bl808 + .000531 





lo The equation for the rotor efficiency, which is based on 
the blade element theory, is derived in coefficient form and can be 
applied to any single rotor configuration., 
2. While the efficiency equation is presently developed for 
the single rotor, it is believed that no appreciable error would be 
introduced if the same method as used to calculate the efficiency of 
the single rotor was likewise applied to the tandem rotor design. 
3. The efficiency of the HU-1A helicopter was calculated to 
be ninety per cent. This compares favorably with the available flight 
data0 
40 Optimum use of the efficiency equation would be achieved 
with the assistance of a digital computer• By varying the rotor param-
eters which are constant for a particular rotor configuration, it is 
believed that through a large number of iterations, a highly efficient 
rotor system could be developed. 
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- a * . . 
T sin otR + :F COS aj = - Df, (X-Direction) 
;T,cos an H- FA sin an = .W (Z"Direction) 
Fig. 2 Balanced Force System Before Drag Disturbance 
31-
T + AT 
V 
F x + A F x 
(Tr.H: AT)(sin aD cos AaD-H s in aD' s in M j ; (X-Direct ion) kR 
+ (F + AFx)(cos aR cos AaR - s in aR s in AaR) = - (Df + ADf) 
(T + AT) (cos aR cos AaR - s in a s in AaR) (Z-Di rec t ion) 
+ (Fx + AFX)(-
 s i n aR cos AaR - cos aR s in AaR) = W 
Fig 3 Balanced Force System After Drag Disturbance 
32 
V cos a„ co 
*- X 
V cos a, 
Fig* 4 Velocity Components at Blade Element 
33 
Fig, 5 Geometry of Blade Element 
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A P P E N D I C E S 
APPENDIX A 
PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS EXTRACTED 
FROM HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION (l) 
Equation for Induced Velocity 
V. 
—r- = v.x - yx s inV + wx c o s Y 




v . = 
w = 




y = 2v t [JL 
f o A Y v " . 7 5 v \ 2 / / v - o75v, \ 2 
'. " - ' W ' ^ - v J A-hi-1) 
Coefficient of Rotor Thrust 
r T C^ = 
T „2D4 pTtQ R 
Speed Ratio or Inplane Velocity Ratio 
V cos aR 
» 5" 
36 
Freestream Inflow Velocity Ratio 
V s in a 
\ - I*-5 <A"7> 
Thrust Equation 
2CT , , n a. 
a b a 3 = ( A 0 + „ 7 5 e i ) { l + I ,
2 ^ } . 6 l { j i + i ,2 j2} 
0*2 cfo 1 d 2 
- a , p - - + v — - v + ^ y | i ~ " ( A - 8 ) 
1 d 3 a CJ3 l 2 d 3 
and the blade area parameters 





xi = T 
*_2 
X2 R 





a * "T -
 vi * :r + v (A"10) 
a 64 1 c(4 
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Pitching Moment Equation 
2C \ 
— )= - b..(l + ^ 2 - ) + a n ' - 3 + w (A-ll) 
Collective Pitch Equation 
^-|9i^.|Va+v.a-|^)j q+f^ + Qv^v,)^ 
° = • (1 + | ,V - 4,
2 <A"12) 
Lateral Cyclic Equation 
8 f- 3 fi 2 9 h . l 2 x , 3 /. 5 2x1 
3 l a " 8 9 1 ^ "4 v a ( l + 2 ^ ) n v i ( l " 2 ^ > J * ,A . , . 
a l " , . ^ 3 2 , 2 . 2 "" U _ i J j 
(1 + - [i ) - 4p, 
where, 
a = Ao(l + § [i
2) + | 9X V - | ax n + | va - v . ( l - | p.
2) (A-14) 
Longitudinal Cyclic Equation 
4 
- a a + w 
b ' ^ ^ - — r (A-15) 
1 + i V-
Exact Blade Circulation Distribution 
^ = Y + Y,x + Ynx
2 + (sinY)(Y,s + Y„x) 
acQR o 1 2 x 'v 3 4 
+ (cos ̂  )(Y5 + Y6x) + (sin 2^) Y ? + (cos 2̂ V)Y8 (A-16) 
38 
where, 
r 0 = v a - - arjx (A-17) 
Y l = Ao + 4 9 1 • V i ( A _ 1 8 ) 
T 2 = - Ox (A-19) 
Y 3 = (Ao + 4 V'*1 ( A _ 2 0 ) 
4 = - ( 3 l - y - 6X ji) (A-21) rA = 
Y* = - a ,|i (A-22) 
5 
r, - b . - w (A-23) 
D 1 
r , = | bj |i (A-24) 
r 8 - | a ,i (A-25) 
Inplane Component of Force Equation 
CXY = ^ a - <ScA - (CXY'C ( A"2 6 ) 
0 
where, 
*CXY'a 1 fXi U s in <p 2T , ,A 0 7x 
"T— = ^ J c "750 TTC^R)' d x ( A"2 7 ) 
x i 
39 
( C*A 0 i fi (U_ffiSJt)2-_l_dx. (A.28) 
— = S J c QR cos 9 
0 X. 
£ 3 X. 
Rotor Torque Equation 
2 C0 1 P2* p X2 dCXY 
T^-Sj J "of >̂ d* (A"3°) 1 
Component of Rotor Force Acting Along X Axis Equation 
h r2* rx9 dCYY 
o ^ xi 
CX " (7^2) <2va " -3 V ^ + T (*> " I «» fet > (A"32' 
where 6 is assumed to be approximately .008. 
Tip Path Plane in Level Flight 
D. cos <p 
tan 9 * - r r — ~ r-5— (A-33) 
y W - Dr sin 0 ' 
7 f c 
Rotor Thrust Coefficient 




 C X- * (A-34) 
pnQ R cos 0 
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APPENDIX B 
SOLUTION TO EQUATION EXPRESSING CHANGE I!N ANGLE OF ATTACK 
Given Equations (4), (5), (6), and (7): 
Equation (6) represents the re-balanced force system along the Z axis, 
(T + AT) (cos aR cos AaR - s i n a R s i n AaR) 
+ (F + AFX)(- s in aR cos Aa •- cos aR s i n AaR) = W (6) 
Equation (7) represents the re-balanced force system along the X axis, 
(T + AT) (sin aR cos AaR + cos aR sin AaR) 
+ (F + AFx)(cos aR cos AaR - sin aR sin AaR) = -Df-ADf (7) 
Equation (5) represents the initial force system along the Z axiSo 
T cos aR + Fx(- sin aR) = W (5) 
Equation (4) represents the initial force system along the X axis, 
T sin aR + Fx cos aR = - D- (4) 
Using small angle approximations, whereby 
cos Aan = 1 R 
s in Aan = Aan R R 
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Equation (B-l) is obtained by subtracting Equation (5) from Equation 
(6). 
AT cos aR - TAaR s i n aR - AaRAT s in aR - AF s in aR 
- AFX AaR cos aR - Fx AaR cos aR = 0 (B-l) 
Equation (B-2) is obtained by subtracting Equation (4) from Equation 
(7)o 
TAaR cos aR + AT sin a R + ^TAaR
 C O S ap> " ^ V ^ R s^ n aR 
+ AFX cos a R - AFxAaR sin a R - - ADf (B-2) 
Solving Equation (B-l) and (B-2) separately for AT yields Equations 
(B-3) and (B-4)0 
TAaR s i n a R + A F y S i n a R + AF AaR c o s a R +
 FvAaR
 C O S aR 
AT - — — • — — — — — — • ,'——• ~" ( B - 3 ) 
cos aR - AaR s i n aR 
F„AaR s i n a R - TAaR c o s a R - AFX c o s a R + AFxAaR s i n aR - ADf 
AT = — — — — — — — — — — — ; r— — (B-4) 
sin a R + AaR cos a R 
Equating (B-3) to (B-4) 
2 . 2 
TAaR s in aR + AF.. s in aR + AF..AaR cos aR s i n aR 
2 
+ FxAaR cos aR cos aR s i n aR + TAaR s i n aR cos aR 
2 2 2 2 
+ AFxAaR cos aR s i n aR + AFxAaR
 c o s ar> + ^V^R C 0 S aR 
42 
2 2 
F AaR s i n aR cos aR - T ^ D C O S (1D ~
 AFv c o s aD 
2 2 
+ AFxAaR s in aR cos aR - AD.cos <iR - F,,AaR s i n a_ 
2 
+ TAaR cos• a ' sin aR + AF AaR cos aR sin aR 
2 2 
- AFxAaR s in aR + AELAaR s i n aR; (B-5) 
and using the simple trigonometric relation where 
2 2 
sin a + cos a = 1 
Equation (B-5) is simplified to 
TAaR + AFX + A
F
x&iR
2 + F x&i R
2 +ADf(cos aR - Ao^ sin aR) = 0 (B-6) 





X W R + (T - AD.sin a R W R + (AD cos aR + AFX) = 0 (B-7) 
The change in aD can now be solved for d i r e c t l y . H 
- [T - AD fsin a R ] 
M R * 2(FX + AFX) 
[ (T - AD fsin aD) - 4(AD,cos aD+AFY)(AFY + F Y ) ] 
* R * -* * ^ * (B-8) 2(FX + AF^T 
Using the binomial expansion, 
43 
1 
f , \2 , 1 1 2 1 3 
(1 - x) = 1 - - x - g x - -- x 
the expression is reduced to 
^ R = 
- (T - ADfsin aR) + T - ADfsin aR 
_ T _ _ y . _. 
(ADf cos a R + AFX)(AFX + Fx) 
R - ADfsin aR 
" 2< Fx + AFx> " 
16 
[ADfcos a R + AFX)(AF>: + F ^ ] ' 
(F - ADf sin aE,)' 
2(FX + AFX) 
(B-9) 
Rearranging and neglecting small quantities 
£a~ = 
-AD fcos aR + AFx (ADfcos aR + AFX) (Fx + AFX) 
R T - ADf s in aR (T - ADfsin a R ) 
(B-10) 
APPENDIX C 
SOLUTION FOR EQUATION EXPRESSING INCREMENTAL 
INCREASE IN ROTOR THRUST 
Given Equations (B-l) and (B-2) 
AT cos aR - TAaR sin aR - ATAaR sin aR - AF„ sin aR 
- AFxAaR cos aR -
 F
X ^ R
 c o s a
R
 = ° (B 
TAaR cos aR + AT sin aR + ATA aR cos cu, -
 FvAaR
 s^n aD 
+ AFX cos aR - AFxAaR sin aR = - ADf (B 
Solving Equations (B-l) and (B-2) separately for AaD yields? 
-AFY s in aD + AT cos aD 
» _ A ,n n / p 
R ~ T s in aR + AT s in aR + AF cos aR + F cos aR 
-AD,. - AT s in aD - AFV cos aD 
A _ £ K A , H / _ 
T cos aR + AT cos aR - F x s i n aR - AF„ s in aR 
Equating (C-l) to (C-2) 
2 
- TAF sin aR cos aR - AF AT sin aR cos aR + F AFxsin aR 
2 2 2 2 2 
+ AF s in aR + TAT cos aR + AT cos aR - F AT s in aR cos aR 
- ATAFX s in aR cos aR = - TAD^sin aR - AD̂ AT s in a 
45 
AD̂ AFX cos aR - AD-Fx cos aR - TAT s in a^ - AT s in a 
2 2 2 
- - R - AT s in 
ATAF„ s in a R c o s a R - ATF„cosaR s in aR - TAF s i n a R c o s a R 
2 2 2 
AFyAT s in aR cos aR - AFX cos' aR - FXAFX cos aR (C-3) 
Equation (C-3) can e a s i l y be reduced t o 
AT + (T + ADf s in aR)AT + (TADpiri a R -HADfAFx cos a R 
+ FxADf cos aR + FXAFX + AF^ ) == 0 (C-4) 
Solving the equation for AT gives 
AT = -
T + AD-sin aR 
2^2 [(T + AD fsin a R )
Z - 4(TADf s in aR + ADfDFX cos aR+AD fFxcos aR + FXAFX + AFX )] 
(C-5) 
The equation for AT can be further reduced by using the binomial expan-
sion 
AT = 
- [TADjSinap + A D ^ F x c o s a R + ADfFy cos aR + FXAFX + AFX ] 
T + ADf s i n a R 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ' 
T ADf s i n aR + TADf F . s in a R c o s a R + ADfFx cos aR 





DERIVATION OF THE ACxy EQUATION 
Given the equation for the inplane component of force 
CXY " (CXY>a " «*Y>5 " (CXY>c (A"26) 
o 
where 
<cxv>a -tzJ2 ^ T ^ ] dx <A"2 7> 
x l 
<cxA -^F < ^ K ^ - <*-*> 
o x1 
<cxY>e • Ms F c C^2 cos * dx <A"29> 
Xl 
Adding the increment to Equation (A-27) expands the portion due to lift 
t 0, 
(SCY * *XV>. - £ F c t 2 ^ " + ' ^ H 3 ^ d* (D-D 
Xl 
\ 
Subtracting Equation (A-27) from Equation (D-l) gives (D-2) 
47 
(*Va -±12 « r t ^ x * • <;&»*!L*,)id* <D-2) 
x i 
By using the above procedure for the profile drag similar expres-
sions are obtained for Equations (A-28) and (A-29)» 
Rewriting Equation (A-28), the constant term of the profile drag 
can be expressed by 
(C ) = - 2 f"2 c[(x + |i- s i n V ) 2 + ~ (v - v . x ) 2 ] dx (D-3) 
x l 
t h e n , 
6 . x 
1 
(CXY + ACXY>6 = ^ J 2 c f [ ( x H ^ s i h V ) 2 ] + 
o x1 I 
2 [ ( v a + Ava} " V ] j dx (D"4) 
The variable part is derived in like mamner: 
(CXY + ^ X Y ^ = 2^R J C ["I3T" ] dX (D"5) 
xl 
Assuming that cos <p s 1 introduces a very small conservative 
error, and in the limit that AC, approaches zero, this assumption 
P 
does not affect the efficiency solutioho Therefore 
<CXY




<ACXY>e " A f2 C W ^ ^ + (M>21 dx (°-7) 
x l 
Neglecting small quantities 
(An v a P
X2 r,U sin,.q>x , 2AF N 
( A CXY )T = ^RJ
 c^~W-S)i7^R) x l 
6 .x, 
+ ^A^p))]** - ̂  J 2 C(v a- v.x)Ava dX 
xl 




INTEGRATION OF THE POWER REQUIRED EQUATION 
Substituting Equations (38) through (46) into Equation (48) 
g ives 
>2rc „x 
ACL = :Q = -2TI^J0 Jx
2(iK^.o + AV + Av : 
+ (AY3 + AY4x) s i n Y + (&rb + &Y x) COB'V + A r y s i n 2 Y 
+ Ayo cos 2Y) - v.x(AY +AT,x + A r o x
2 + AY„ s i n Y 
O 1 . 0 1 Z 3 
+ AT4x s i n V + AT cosY + A Y 6 X C O S Y + AY? s i n 2"V 
+ Ar 0 cos 2Y) +Av (Y +Yo s i n Y + Y- cos Y + Y_ s i n 2 Y o a o o o i 
+ Yc cos 2Y) + Av (Y. +Y„ s i n Y + Y. c o s Y ) x + Av Y_x
2 ] 
8 a 1 4 6 a 2 J 
& c 2 
- ~ ° - [ v Av - v.Av x ] - £ * c [ ( r + r . x + Y . x
2 
itR L a a, l a icR L o 1 2 
+ Y 3 s i n Y •+• Y4x s i n Y + Y& cosY + Y6x cosY + Y ? s i n 2*V 
+ Y0 cos 2Y)(AY + AYrx+AY0x
2H-AY_ s i n Y + AY„x sir i -Y 
o O 1 Z 3 4 
+ AY& cosY + AY6x cosY + AY? s i n 2Y + AYg cos 2V]} xdxdV ( E - r ) 
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Collecting like terms, Equation (IE—1) is reduced to 
2it x 9 
A C Q • • " 2 m ! Q J x { ^
 [ V a A V + v a A T 3 s i n ^ + v a A Y 5 c o s 
+ v AY-, s i n 2V + v AYD cos 2Y + Av v + Y 0 s i n Y Av a 7 a 8 a ' o 3 a 
+ YR cosVAv + Y-, s i n 2\> Av + Y 0 cos 2VAv ] + ~ [ v AT, o a f a o a icK a l 
+ v AT. sin"Vp + v AY, cosV - v.AY - v.AY0 s i n Y 
- v„AY = cosV - v„AY_, s i n 2"V - v„AYD cos 2V + Av T, i o l 7 l B a l 
+ AvaT4 s i n Y + A v a T 6 c o s V ] x + ~ i
v
a^f2 '
 V i A r l 
- v . sin"Y AT. - v . A Y , c o s Y + Av Y 0 ] x
2 + ~ [ - V . A Y J x 
1 *» 1 O 3 Z Tin 1 Z 
- ^ ^Av,] " '-£ C-V v .^ * *W £<Yo + Y 3 s i n V 
+ Y- cosY + Y_ s i n 2Y + Y c cos 2Y) (AY + AY0 s inY + AY. cosY 
3 / D O o D 
2 
+ A Y 7 s i n 2 V + AYC cos 2V)] - ~ - [ (T + Y 0 s i n V +YR cosV / b itR o 3 D 
+ Y ? s i n 2 V + Y- cos 2V)(AY + AY4 s i n V + AY6 c o s V ) 
+ (X.1 + Y 4 s i n Y + Y 6 cos V)(AYQ + AYg s i n Y + AY5 cosY 
2 
+ AY_ s i n 2 Y + AYD cos 2Y) ]x - ^ — ^ [ (Y + Y 0 s i n Y + YR cosY 
' o %H O o D 
51 
+ Y 7 s i n 2"Y + Y g cos 2Y) ( A Y 2 ) + (Y X + Y 4 s i n V + Y 6 cos V) ( A ^ 
+ A f 4 s i n \ J + Ay. cosV) + ( Y 2 ) (Af + A f 3 s i n V + Ay c o s Y 
2 2 
+ Ay7 s i n 2Y + A Y 8 cos 2N»)]x - ~ - ~ [ f ^ + Y 4 s i n Y + Y 6 C O S Y ) ( A Y 2 ) 
2 4-) 
+ ( Y 2 ) ( A r 1 + A r 4 s i n V + A Y 6 C O S V ] X
J - ^ — ^ | > 2 ) ( A Y 2 ) ] x j xdxdY (E-2) 
Remembering that Ay9 = 0 and implementing the sigma factor equation, 
(A-9), Equation (E-2) becomes 
* C Q = " 2l lo J0 {
3d2 [va^o + va s i n V ^ 3 + V a C 0 S V *Y< 
+ v s i n 2YAY_+ v cos 2YAYG + Y Av + Y „ s inYAv +Y K cosVAv a 7 a 8 o a - 3 a 5 a 
+ Y_ s i n 2YAv + Yc cos 2YAv ] + a d J v AY, + v s i n Y AY ' a o a o a l a * 
+ v cosY AY. - v.AY - v . s i n V A Y 0 - v . cosYAYR - v . s i n 2VAY, a 6 l o l . • 3 l D i 7 
- v . cos 2 Y A Y c + Y , A v + s i n V Y . Av + Y , cosYAv ] 
l 8 1 a 4 a 6 aJ 
+ ad 4 [ - v i AY 1 - vi s i n V A Y 4 - y± cosV A Y 6 + Y 2 A v a ] - bjiv^vj <52 
+' bQ6.3 [v .Av ] - c a
2 d 2 [ (Y Q + Y 3 s i n Y + Y 5 c o s Y + Y ? s i n 2V 
+ Y 0 cos 2V)(AY + s i n V A Y . + cosYAYR + s i n 2YAY-, + cos 2 V A Y C ] o 0 o D f o 
- e a 2 a3l(ro + Y 3 s i n V + Y 5 cos V + Y ? s i n 2V + Y g cos 2 V ) ( A Y ' 
52 
+ s inVAy 4 + C O S ^ A Y , ) + (Y-I + Y4 s i nV + y, cos V ) (AY 
+ sinVAy + COSVAY. + s in 2 Y A Y ? + cos 2 Y A Y 8 ] 
2 
- ea tf4[(Yi + Y4 sin"V + Y6 cosY)(Ay. + AY 4 s i n V + AY 6 cos V) 
+ ( Y O H ^ Q + sinVAy + COSVAY 5 + s in 2V AY ? + cos 2 "VAY 8 ] 
- ea2<35 [ (Y 2 ) (
A Y 1 + sinVAY4 + c o s V ^ ) ] dY (E-3) 
Final integration of Equation (E-3) reduces it to Equation (E-4) 
ACQ =-2Tlry ^ W 2 } + YoAva (2n)] + a^V2^ 
- v iAYo(2ic) +Y 1 Av a (2 * ) ] + ad4[Y2Ava(2n) - vjxf^)] 
" & o d 2 t v a A v a ( 2 , c ) + 6 o d 3 [ y i A v a ( ^ ) ] " e ! a % [ V Y 0 ( 2 > 0 
+ Y3
AY3(^) + Y 5
AY 5U) +Y7
AY7(w) + TQ&TQW] 
" e a d3[Y0^Y1(2ic) +Y3^Y4( ic) + Y5
AY6(*) + Y ^ Y ^ S K ) 
+ Y 4 AY 3 ( IC) + Y 6 A Y 5 ( ^ ) ] - ea
2d4[Y1AY1(2Tc) + Y 4
A Y 4 ^ ) 




p 2TC 9 
J sin "V dV = n . (E-5) 
0 
p2n ~ 
J c o s ^ V d\J = ic (E-6) 
0 
r2n 
J cos"V s inV dV = 0 (E-7) 
0 
r2n 
cos 2"V s i n V dV = 0 (E-8) 
J 0 
C2% 
c o s y s in 2 V d V = 0 (E-9) 
J 0 
To a s s i s t in s impl i fy ing Equation (E-4) the assumption i s made t h a t 
0 , K 
- ^ = & (E-10) 
This assumption i s t r u e for cons tan t chord b lades and i f x ' = 0, 
x2 = 1. 
S u b s t i t u t i n g in Equations (E-5) through (E-10) the increment of 
power requi red can be reduced t o 
b d 5 r 
AC^ = —7T )2o5av AT + 205aT Av + lo667av AT. Q 2 | > a o o a a l 
- l«,667av.Ar + l0667y Av . + l025aToAv - l 0 25av.Ar , 1 0 l a .̂ a l i 
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2o56 v Av + lo6676 v.Av - 2<,5ea2 Y AY" - lolbza2*JX-
o a a o i a o o 3 3 
lo25ea2T5AY5 - l«25ea
2 Y?AY7 - lo25ea^lf AYg - lo667ea
2YoAY1 
,833ea2 Y^AY. - 0 833ea^ R AY, - l o 6 6 7 e a V A T - . 83368^ .AY 0 3 4 D o 1 0 4 3 
^ S e a ^ A Y . - l 0 2 5 e a V A Y , - ,625ea
2 Y.AY. - Q625eaV,AY, 6 b 1 1 4 4 6 6 
- Ic25ea 2 Y2AYQ - e a ' Y ^ J> ( E - l l ) 
Rewriting Equation (E-l l ) the change in power required i s expressed in 
final fornio 
ACn = 7T f [ 2 o 5 a v - lo667av. - 2 o 5 e a ^ - 1066763^ . 
Q 2 | L a i o 1 
- 1 .25ea 2 r o ] AY + [2<,5aY + lo667aY. + l 0 25aY 0 - 2o56 v 
2 J o L o 1 2 o a 
+ 1.667& v . ] Av + [ lo667av - 1 . 2 5 a v . -1 .667ea 2 Y - lo25ea2Yi lAY. o i J a L a I o ' 1 -J 1 
- [ l o25ea 2 Y 3 + 0&33ea
2Y4]AY3 - [ 0633ea
2Y3 + c625ea
2Y4 ]AY4 
- [ lo25ea2YE , + ,833ea
2Y,]AYR - [.B33fia
2YR + o625ea^r. ]AY, L 5 6 J 5 L 5 6 J 6 
- lo25ea2YTAY7 - lo25ea
2YgAY8 j (E-12) 
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APPENDIX F 
SIMPLIFICATION OF EQUATION (64) 
Equation (64) is represented by 
g2(ACd ) = (4CT
2 - ACd
 2 s i n 2 a )AC ( 6 4 ) 
P P 
When Equations (39) through (46) and Equation (49) are substituted 
into Equation (64) the equation can be reduced to 
g2(ACd ) = (4CT
2- ACd
 2 s i n 2 aR) (- - - - ) (C1Ava - \ ^ ^LA 
P P 
+ C2Ava +C3AAQ - C4HAAQ + C^Aa^ - \ C6 ^ ( F - l ) 
Regrouping like terms 
bd, 
g2(ACd ) = (4C^ - ACd " s i n " a ) ( - - ~ ' ) [ (C^ +• C2) Av. 
P 
" < 2 * t C l " C 5 + 2 , l C 6 } Aa.l + ( C 3 " ^ i C4 ) M o ^ ( F " 2 ) 
When Equations (9), (16), (29), and (30) are substituted into Equation 
(F-2), g2(AC. ) can be expressed solely in terms of the increment of 
P 
draga 
g2(ACd ) = P ACd (2CT + ACd sin aR) 
P P P 
- PnACJ (2C_ + AC. sin an) + P. AG , (2CT - AC, sin <x_) 2 d T d R 3 d T d R 
P P P P 
+ P4ACd (2CT - ACd sin aR) - PKACd (2CT + ACd sin aR) (F 
P P- P P 
where, 
PX - ^ [cx + c2][i] (F 
bd, 
2 ^ 1 " C 5 + 2 ^ C 6 r—i LQRJ 
2K 4 K 5 - K 1 K ? 




3 - - r [2 ^
Ci - S + \ ^ 
"4KC 
a be 
C_ s in aR + ~ C„ cos aR 
2K3K5 - K1K6 
(F 
b d 5 
P4 = -T tC3 - ^C4] 
"2K. 
abd 3 J 
"CT s i n a R + 2 C X C0S aR I 
K 6 K r 2 K 5 K 3 J 
(F 
P5 • ^ tC3 - ^C4] ^ 
K4K6 " K7K3 
•K6K1 " 2 K5K3 
(F 
Equation ( F - 3 ) d i f f e r e n t i a t e s t o 
g^(ACd ) = 2P][(CT + ACd s i n aR) - 2P2(G r +• £Qd s i n aR) 
+ 2P3(CT - ACd sin aR) + 2P4(Cj. - ACd sin aR) 
P P 
- 2PR(C_ + AC, sin O 5 T d R (F 
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